Everybody find ease and comfort by using their natural languages to communicate. There is large quantity of natural language material and for this reason there is the need of computer to involve in this process. Beside this people need to communicate with machines and people find natural languages natural. Although there are people who thinks, that only people can effectively use natural languages and thus it is inappropriate to bring computers into this arena, there is already evidence, that programs that manipulate language in various ways can be useful. In this paper, we are extracting information for user based natural language query on the health domain. Information retrieval through such Q/A systems is important sources to help physicians make decisions in patient treatment and as a result, to enhance the quality of patient care by retrieving a vast amount of information in response to a specific user query.
INTRODUCTION
Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of computer science and linguistics concerned with the interactions between computers and human (natural) languages or we can say natural language processing is a very attractive method of human-computer interaction. Due to the communication gap between the computer and a human, the problem faced by users of most information retrieval systems is lack of contextual and knowledge based search in present systems for information retrieval. Mostly, in systems, simple keyword matching occurs for user query and results are not relevant to asked question. User in constrained to write query in particular format and cannot communicate in free-form manner. Our goal is to accept completely free-form input query based on health domain, and to serve as knowledge engine that generates powerful results and presents them with maximum clarity. This paper consists of four folds: To check the syntactic structure of the user query by identifying the tags of grammar, Write rules to cover different syntactic structure for English query, by clustering, Map those computational representations to the query, Query the databases for information extraction, to provide semantic and efficient results on health domain.
Algorithm design for input statement understanding Module

Algorithm
Step1: Input statement (query);
Step2: Lexical -Tokenize the statement
Step 3: Tag the tokens
Step 4 : Syntactic -Check for the correct formation of sentence and remove unwanted tagged words eg: DT, ",", "."
Step 5: Check for separators eg. Conjuctions, split the sentence based on conditions.
Step 6: For each splitted sentence check for input words and output words as follows:
Separate nouns and English 'word'.
If words doesn't exists i) Input word with all parameters, forming rules for interpretation.
ii) Fill all tables with related to this word.
If words exists with all data i) If more than one selection possible: For now select manually (during development phase)
Later when sufficient data are available, selection will be through probability associated. If words exists with insufficient data Update all word table associated with the corresponding word.
Step 7: Using database 
Results On Developer Side
The results of our implementation on developer side is as follows -
1. Tokens formulation -To make a sentence able to be processed by the computer, it is necessary to divide it in chunks or tokens to understand its meaning and structure. If a category is of no meaning for further operation, that category is ignored for further processing. 3. Syntactic Markers -It is based on formal semantics and deals a natural language query semantically. It is necessary to define and ignore the syntactic markers for further processing as they do not have semantic contribution in tracking a query semantically. The words which include, "es ","s "are formatted to their basic forms. E.g. symptoms is changed to symptom and? is removed which does not contribute for semantics. 6. Input /Output Words -As per the rules formed input / output words are evaluated and saved in separate form if two or more simple sentences are there.
7. Semantics -the input words are then checked against synonyms and replaced to common words via mapping.
8. Split Queries -Compound statement queries are splitted and separated, made independent and written to file.
9. XML Generation -the output and input words of each query is read from file are passed to create XML for query structure.
10. SQL Mapping -XML is then mapped to SQL after generation.
11. Query sent to map to database -the query executed in database.
We have crawled the website and stored the result in our database "healthdb "having the data about health domain with attributes -title definition cause symptom diagnosis prevention treatment. 
Conclusion
The objective is to retrieve the results of free-form input queries asked on health domain doing semantic search by natural language processing (NLP), instead of keywordmatching. This paper consists of four folds: We have checked the syntactic structure of the user query by identifying the tags of grammar, written the rules to cover different syntactic structure for English query by clustering, mapped those computational representations to the query and queried the databases for information extraction, to provide semantic and efficient results on health domain. As per now we are done with : Tagging of the words, Data Collection of almost all the disease, We are regularly updating our vocabulary if the word is unfamiliar, WH-rules formation of factoid type questions, Dealt with compound sentences and simple sentences both, Incorporated the semantics, Mapping of unknown words to known words, Mapped with XML, Creation of SQL Query, Displaying the final results, All modules required are covered.
